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Abstract -- This research conducts studies of the use of the Sequential Forward Floating Selection
(SFFS) Algorithm and Sequential Backward Floating Selection (SBFS) Algorithm as the feature
selection algorithms in the Forest Fire case study. With the supporting data that become the features
of the forest fire case, we obtained information regarding the kinds of features that are very significant
and influential in the event of a forest fire. Data used are weather data and land coverage of each area
where the forest fire occurs. Based on the existing data, ten features were included in selecting the
features using both feature selection methods. The result of the Sequential Forward Floating Selection
method shows that earth surface temperature is the most significant and influential feature in regards
to forest fire, while, based on the result of the Sequential Backward Feature Selection method, cloud
coverage, is the most significant. Referring to the results from a total of 100 tests, the average
accuracy of the Sequential Forward Floating Selection method is 96.23%. It surpassed the 82.41%
average accuracy percentage of the Sequential Backward Floating Selection method.
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INTRODUCTION
Forest fire is a global issue that has
become the attention of several nations, and
one of them is Indonesia. The forest fire
disaster that occurred in July 2015 is the worst
in a decade of forest fire history in Indonesia.
According to LAPAN (Indonesian National
Institute of Aeronautics and Space) Head of
Environment and Disaster Mitigation, there are
around 2.1 million hectares of burnt land and
forest in 2015 (Lellolsima, 2015). According to
existing forest fire data, Indonesia, with about
680.000 hectares of burnt land and forest per
year in 2009, has officially become one of the
nations with the highest deforestation rate in
the world (FAO, 2010).
The Indonesian government has made
some efforts to restore the burnt forest area,
including the rehabilitation of forest and land
(Kusmana et al., 2004). However, based on the
condition that happened, it is not enough to rely
on the rehabilitation effort to restore the burnt
land and forest caused by the fire.
Many efforts could be made to minimize
and prevent forest fire, including the studies
done in some nations. One of the studies done
in order to avoid the occurrence of forest fire is
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by creating a distribution pattern model of a
forest fire that happens spatially and
temporally, or in other words, mapping the
forest fire (Orozco et al., 2012). Another study
is done to predict, based on spatial and
temporal algorithms, to determine forest fire
that will occur (Zhao et al., 2011). Efforts to
detect forest fire early has been made by using
a machine learning approach, as an example,
the one done by Zhao et al. (2011). Almost all
real-time detection approaches are using
remote sensing technology in the early
determination forest fire area (Alkhatib, 2014;
Zhao et al., 2015).
Furthermore, some studies are focusing
on the analysis of the most influential features
in the occurrence of a forest fire. There are
three very influential factors (features) in a
forest fire, vegetation land coverage, weather
and climate, and topography (Wagtendonk &
Lutz, 2007). By knowing forest fire cause
parameters, there is hope that there will be a
contribution to the advanced study in mapping
forest fire-prone areas based on land
vegetation coverage, weather, and topography.
From some of these parameters, the selection
of the most influential feature can be made
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according to its spatiality and temporality. Thus,
this research will perform an experimental study
to some of the previously mentioned
parameters in several regions and on a certain
time period. It is not easy to determine which
parameters are influential towards forest fire,
moreover, if they are analyzed based on their
spatiality and temporality. Therefore, research
regarding the data-driven method will be done.
SFSS algorithm (Sequential Forward Floating
Selection) and SBSF algorithm (Sequential
Backward
Floating
Selection)
are
the
approaches used because these algorithms are
applicable in selecting the parameter or
influential feature. These algorithms once have
been used for selecting marine oceanography
parameter features, which has become the
reference of fish catch potential area with the
significant results (Fitrianah, 2015). SFSS and
SBFS algorithms are algorithms commonly
used to find the optimal features set using
inclusion, which means combining new features
with a group of existing features then continued
with performing exclusion. These processes
then will exclude the worst features from the set
one by one gradually. SFFS algorithm is an
advancement of the SFS algorithm, with
exclusion being the only difference between the
two algorithms. In the SFFS algorithm, the
exclusion of a feature that already is a part of a
feature set and can be re-include once there is
a new feature will be used as the comparison
(Pudil, Novovičová, & Kittler, 1994).
MATERIAL AND METHOD
In this section, we will explain the related
study in our research. We will discuss forest
fire, feature selection, and classification. The
method used in this paper will be described in
this section, as well.
Forest Fire Study
Many researchers all over the world have
performed researches regarding forest fire.
Especially in relation to nations that have forest
extents. Almost most studies concerning forest
fire utilize sensors from remote sensing
technology. Umamaheshwaran proposed an
image mining method by using images from
Meteosat-SEVIRI sensors that produce a linear
model of a forest fire with existing vegetation
and wind direction (Umamaheshwaran, Bijker,
& Stein, 2007). Other studies studied variables
that affected forest fire or influential parameters
in the process of a forest fire, thus enabling the
formulation of their relationship with the types of
a forest fire. These influential parameters are
the time of the fire, land coverage, height of the

forest area, ground slant, and forest fire
statistic. This model has been validated by
using the data obtained from NOAA-AVHRR
and Terra MODIS satellites (Hernández-Leal et
al., 2008). Aside from these parameters,
another thing that should be considered in
determining forest fire prediction is the size of
the grid of the image used in existing weather
observation (Khabarov et al., 2008).
Another
research
concerning
the
variables related to forest fire is finding out how
to determine the relationship between land
coverage/vegetation with occurring forest fire
(Tanase & Gitas, 2008). This study successfully
described the potential vegetation types of
forest fire by using the help of images from
remote sensing satellites. Similar research
identifies the relationship between forest fire
and its vegetation utilizing the help of images
from the MODIS satellite (Biswas, Lasko, &
Vadrevu, 2015). Further study on forest fire
already reach the impact of forest fire utilizing
the satellite data over the Northeast region in
India, and it concludes a significant correlation
between forest fire occurrences and variations
in the aerosol concentrations over the study
region (Badarinath, Kharol, & Chand, 2007).
Feature Selection
Feature selection is an activity done in
the pre-process aims to achieve and select
influential features in modeling and data
analysis. Generally, there are two major groups
in feature selection: ranking selection and
subset selection (Wang et al., 2015).
Ranking selection provides order to
features which then exclude substandard
features. There are some ways done in the
ranking selection method. Some of them are
regression, correlation, mutual information, etc.
Subset selection is a selection method
used to find a set of features that are
considered as the optimal features. There are
three types of methods commonly used in
subset selection: wrapper type selection, filter
type selection, and embedded type selection
(Kohavi & John, 1997). Wrapper type selection
makes the selection simultaneously with
modeling
implementation.
The
method
proposed by Kohavi and John (Kohavi & John,
1997) proved to be great and able to overcome
the issue of feature selection well (Guyon &
Elisseeff, 2003). This selection type uses
criteria that utilize classification average from
the classification method used. Examples of its
algorithms are Sequential Forward Selection
(from one into many features), Sequential
Backward Selection (from many features into
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one), Sequential Floating (can be either
backward or forward), Generic Algorithm,
Greedy Search, Hill Climbing, Simulated
Annealing, and many others.
As stated in the previous section, to get
the optimal feature, we can use wrapper type
selection. To obtain a series of optimal features
from several existing feature inputs, Sequential
Forward Floating Selection, or Sequential
Backward Floating Selection methods are two
usable approaches (Pudil et al., 1994). The
SFFS algorithm consists of three main steps;
the first step is to select the feature from the set
of available measurements to form a set of the
most significant feature with respect to the set
Xk is added to Xk, therefore Xk+1 = Xk+xk+1.
Second, we do the conditional exclusion by
finding the least significant feature in the set
Xk+1. The third is continuing the conditional
exclusion. The SFFS is continued with step 1
until a feature set of cardinalities two is
obtained. The SBFS is the opposite of the
SFFS. There are also three main steps in
SBFS; first, exclude the feature from the current
set to form a reduced feature set. The least
significant feature is removed from the set.
Second, among the excluded features, we find
the most significant feature and continue until
no feature left. The last step is to continue the
conditional inclusion until the new enlarged set
is formed.
These feature selection methods have
been proven to produce high accuracy results
in determining the most relevant feature based
on certain criteria (Fitrianah, 2015).
Classification Model
Classification Model is a technique in
data mining to group instance data into the
appropriate classes. In its implementation, there
are two processes, namely, sample data
training process and testing process. The
sample data training process is the one named
as a supervised learning technique. As training,
classification is used to build a model from
given data.
Classification can be used for a variety of
issue approaches, such as IR (Information
Retrieval) (Joshi & Nigam, 2011), Geography
and Remote Sensing (Zhong et al., 2014), Web
Technology (Ali, Shamsuddin, & Ismail, 2012),
and others. In the process, training and testing
require variable, which is commonly called
feature. This feature enables exploration done
to give optimum results. There are several wellknown basic classification algorithms including
algorithms with probabilistic basis (Ali,
Shamsuddin, & Ismail, 2012) such as Naive
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Bayes Classifier and Hidden Markov Model;
information
gained
based
classification
(Decision Tree) (Xiaowei, 2014; Reddy et al.,
1994), kernel-based (SVM) (Chuan-xu, Yun, &
Zuo-yong, 2008; Changhui et al., 2010) and
others.
Method
The research methodology is divided into
several phases, as can be seen in Fig 1.

Figure 1. Block Diagram of research
methodology
Forest Fire Data Collecting Survey
This activity collects forest fire data. Data
required are spatial and temporal data. Forest fire
data used extent ten years from 2005 to 2015.
Riau province and Jambi province are selected
as the research locations.
Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Forest Fire
Data
Obtained forest fire data will be analyzed
spatially and temporally and is adjusted with data
structure used in a storage data. Furthermore,
these data should contain information about the
location and period of the occurred forest fire.
Besides, the next analysis will require time period
data. The result from this stage is the formation
of a database about a forest fire that matches the
desirable data structure.
Vegetation, Weather, and Topology Data
Analysis
After obtaining forest fire data spatially and
temporally, the next stage is to obtain relevant
parameter data to forest fire, which are
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vegetation data of the forest fire area, weather
data, and topology data. After obtaining the
relevant data, the next stage is to analyze those
data based on the land coverage area and its
time. The analysis will be done using the data
integration approach, which is a hybrid data
integration approach (Fitrianah & Wasito, 2012).
It is hoped that this analysis will acquire
information about parameter data of forest fire
area. The results of this stage are the formation
of a database regarding forest fire information
and related parameter that matches its spatiality
and temporality.
The implemented method in feature
selection study is SFFS, which is a bottom-to-top
search procedure by excluding features of SFS
method's result in the beginning and followed by
a series of more significant conditional inclusions
afterward. The followings are the steps of the
SFFS:
1. Inclusion: use the basic SFS method, select
and input the most significant features in
accordance with the predetermined feature
set.
2. Conditional exclusion: find the least significant
feature in the predetermined feature set,
exclude the least significant feature from the
new feature set.
3. Continuation
of
conditional
exclusion:
continue selecting the least significant feature
until there is a no more least significant
feature in the feature set.
The feature selection method will be
conducted, as seen in Fig 2.

Figure 2. The framework of feature selection

Fig 2. explains the process of feature
selection. The process done is determining the
feature of forest fire following the forest fire
manual label. After the data is collected, the next
step is the integration of both data. After
integrating the data, we do the feature selection
using the SFFS algorithm. The result of feature
selection using the SFFS method is a feature set
that selectively more important than in the
previous set. Then the maximum iteration is
evaluated. When it fulfilled the maximum
iteration, the result is then classified. K-Nearest
Neighbor is used as the classification method.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data
There are three types of data used in this
research. The first data is forest fire data, the
second is weather data, and the third is land
coverage data. Data used is forest fire data in the
year of 2011. The limitation of the year 2011 is
mostly because of the availability of other forest
fire data. In this case, island coverage data. As
for the vegetation data or land coverage, the
authors obtained the data from the WebGIS
Kehutanan (Forestry GIS Web), which is an
official website of the Forestry Department of the
Republic of Indonesia. There are 12 types of land
coverage, according to the website. They are a
secondary dryland forest, primary dryland forest,
bush-mixed farmland, plantation, fishpond, paddy
field,
dry
land
field,
bush/grove,
bush/grove/swamp, industrial plants forest, and
savanna. Weather data used are Temperature in
degree Celsius, Weather Code, Precipitation mm,
Humidity, Cloud Cover, Heat Index, Dew Point,
Wind Speed, and Wind Gust.
Forest Fire Feature Exploration
Forest fire feature exploration is done
using two algorithm approaches, SFFS and
SBFS. The selection result by using the SFFS
algorithm with ten features can be seen in Table
1.
There are features and scores in the chart.
Feature states that those four features are the
most influential features out of 19 presented
features. These four features are feature number
4 - Precipitation or Air Condensation, feature
number 10 - Wind Gust, feature number 9 - Wind
Speed, and feature number 2 - Temperature.

Table 1. The score of the feature selection result using the SFFS
Feature

4
(PrecipMM)

10
(Wind GustKmph)

9
(Wind SpeedKmph)

2
(TempC)

Score

91.0417

93.75

96.25

97.2917
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The scores underneath each feature state
the classification score from each feature set,
which means they show the level of influence
from related features by the occurrence of a
forest fire. The scores are generated from the
Recall score of the features. Based on the
classification
measure,
we
utilized
the
Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) = mean (R1,
R2), where R1 recalls from class 1, and R2 is the
recall from class 2. The recall is based on the
confusion matrix, as illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2. Confusion Matrix
Class 1 Actual
Class 2 Actual

Class 1
Predicted
True-Positive
False-Positive

Class 2
Predicted
False-Negative
True-Negative

From the confusion matrix, we can calculate the
recall score using the Equation (1) as follows:
(1)

where:
TP = True Positive
FN = False Negative
From the score, we know the number of
correctly classified positive examples divided by
the total number of positive examples.
Based on Table 1, it can be seen that the
most influential feature is earth surface
temperature with a score of 97, 2917. The
second most influential feature is wind speed,
with a score of 96, 25. The third is wind gust
feature with a score of 93, 75, and the last is air
condensation (precipitation) with a score of 91,
0417.
While the SFFS result shows that there are
four very influential features in the occurrence of
a forest fire, the SBFS feature selection method
produced five features that affect forest fire
occurrence. The result of the feature selection
method using the SBFS method can be seen in
Table 3.

Table 3. The Score of The Feature Selection Using the SBFS
Feature

4
(PrecipMM)

5
(Humidity)

6
(CloudCover)

7
(HeatIndex)

8
(DewPoint)

Score

81.0417

82.7083

88.75

86.6667

86.6667

From Table 3, based on the SBFS method,
there are five very influential features that affect
forest fire occurrence. The most influential one is
the Cloud Cover feature or cloud coverage, with
a score of 88, 75.
To obtain accuracy, the overall selected
features of each method are validated. The
average feature selection from each method is
made in 100 experiments, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Average accuracy for SFFS and SBFS
Method
SFFS
SBFS

Average accuracy value
(%)
96.63
82.41

From Table 4, the average accuracy value from
100 experiments using the SFFS method is
better than the SBFS method, which is 96, 63%.
This also concludes that between the two
methods, SFFS is better than the SBFS method
regarding our dataset. This means that the
feature selection process using the SFFS method
is more advisable compared to using the SBFS
method.
CONCLUSION
This study indicates that the average
accuracy value of utilizing the SFFS method is
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96.63% while utilizing the SBFS method is
82,41%. The most influential feature to the
occurrence of forest fire based on SFFS is earth
surface feature with a score of 97.29, while the
most influential feature to the occurrence of forest
fire based on SBFS is cloud coverage with a
score of 88.75. All feature data used are based
on weather and land coverage. Overall, there are
ten features that are used in the selection
process and feature exploration of which feature
is related to the occurrence of a forest fire. It is
concluded that the purpose of identifying the
determinant parameter in a forest fire is
achieved.
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